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Status and Open issues
• PhD analyses started 2015 

• Results presented:

• CLICdp AWG: 21 Feb 2017, 22 Aug 2017,  24 Feb 2020, 27 Jan 2020

• CLIC WS 2017, 2021

• ALPS 2019

• LCWS21

• Paper submitted to the Pub. Com. 25th of January 2021 

• Draft number CLICdp-Draft-2021-003 assigned

• Resolved issue of systematic uncertainty estimate from the reconstruction of the luminosity spectrum

(P. Roloff commented that our estimate based of fraction of selected signal events at various center-of-mass energies is too conservative – leads 
to overestimate)
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Are we double-counting background by including mono-photon processes (ee, , qq)?

• A bit of a history…

• These processes were considered in the same analysis at 1.4 TeV (published in the Higgs paper)

• WHIZARD V1.95 used in both analyses

• …under similar user’s requirements



Cuts on generated final states*:

1. di-photon invariant mass in the window (100-150) GeV
2. at least two photons in event with polar angle between 5 deg and 

175 deg
3. pT > 10 GeV of the photons
4. We haven’t restricted q or l in the tracker – can be refined

3 TeV
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1.4 TeV samples

Cuts on generated final states*:

*Second photon comes from ISR or FSR (background)

Available samples at MonteCarloSamplesForTheHiggsPaper

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CLIC/MonteCarloSamplesForTheHiggsPaper


Discussion
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Are we double-counting background by including mono-photon processes (ee, , qq)?

• There are several questions that can be asked:

1) Are cross-sections for processes with a single photon in the final state correctly reproduced in WHIZARD V1.95?

2) Is kinematics of the final state photon properly described?

YES

If yes, than it is not justified
to omit these processes
because, apparently second
photon can be found at the
reconstruction level in a
sufficient amount to mimic
the signal

NO

If not, than it depends what is
wrong:
a) Only cross-section  can be

cured with scaling (in MVA)
b) Kinematics  processes in

question should be reprocessed
in WHIZARD (2 ?)

Without clear answers to these questions can we be convinced that it is justified to neglect mono-photon 
processes?



Result without mono-photon background
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OLD - all background NEW – no mono-photon 

Di-photon mass distribution after MVA

Ns Nb Significance/δ(%)

Old 2060 63000 8.3/12

New 2360 17000 17/5.9



Signal Fit
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Signal is enriched by ~ 15%
No relevant changes in mean and width

OLD  NEW – no mono-photon 



Pull Distribution
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NEW – no mono-photon OLD - all background 

The width of the pull distribution is reduced by ~ ½, resulting in a drop of statistical uncertainty from 8.3% to 4.3%.



Kind of a current wisdom
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Are we double-counting background by including mono-photon processes (ee, , qq)?

• There are several questions that can be asked:

1) Are cross-sections for processes with a single photon in the final state correctly reproduced in WHIZARD V1.95? Or, in other 
words, can we just re-scale w.r.t. the cross-section from WHIZARD 2?

2) Is kinematics of the final state photon properly described? If not, new samples have to be produced, unless we are not 
convinced (how?) that chances to fake signal in the presence of photons (from FSR, BS background,…) in a detector are 
statistically insignificant.  

Without clear answers to these questions can we be convinced that it is justified to neglect mono-photon 
processes?

However,

• Omitting mono-photon background:

• Improves signal statistics due to looser BDT output cut (from 0.3241 to 0.1064); 

• Boost statistical significance (from 8.2 to 17);

• Halves the statistical dissipation of the measurement (from 8.3% to 4.3%).


